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Abstract - With proliferation of the internet based media application; like SMS, video messaging, has resulted in a surge of 

data sharing. Applications like WhatsApp, Facebook, attracted large number of users because of easy chat conversations. 

WhatsApp is also used in small-scale industries for business purpose where user can write message is any language, in short 

form and understanding the context in chat is very important. There is no standard text which can be conventional machine 

understandable.  Categorization can form personification; but there is lack of support to interpretation the content in the text 

messages with direct and indirect meaning. Map reduce framework can be used for transliteration process with frequent term 

visualization. Also messages can be with intuitive background where safety features are required to focus. Hence in this paper a 

survey for personification of embedded media data through the confluence of embedded media data analytic and machine 

learning techniques is proposed. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Now-a-days much known embedded device like mobile 

smart phone has applications with embedded front and rear 

camera and audio-video capabilities. An amount of time 

spent with such embedded media, storage and sharing by any 

common man is also increasing on large scale. The huge rate 

of arrival and the abundance of such embedded media data 

make the safety decision more challenging. In this 

challenging scenario personification algorithms may be seen 

as a hope of a major key to the solution. 

 

There are number of issues hidden with embedded media 

data sharing, storage and control with regards to 

personification and safety over the embedded media data. 

The personification can be one of the techniques to establish 

an muti-dimensional control by considering personal 

expressions of policies related to the acceptability, privacy, 

protection and sharing of such embedded media content or 

data. 

 The content arriving through such embedded media data 

applications in personal device may be categorized in 

entertainment, political, private or personal and threat and 

general share forwarding like birthday or good morning 

messages etc. This categorization can form the basis of 

safety, privacy and projection. This survey is an effort to add 

a research opportunity if interrelating media data with 

personification and safety. Today, because of lack of [1,2,3] 

such support this paper proposes an survey of personification 

of embedded media data through the confluence of 

embedded media data analytic and machine learning 

techniques. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Social application like WhatsApp provides different forms of 

communications like group chats, user to user 

communication and broadcast messages. As amount of data 

retrieved in communication is extremely high, it is better to 

use Machine Learning as it supports different applications 

[4]. Each user in WhatsApp associated with profile and 

central system provides information of user registration, 

authentication, message delay as well as location, name, set 

of files which will be helpful to find background information 

of user. WhatsApp Messenger Artifacts gives this 

information. Personification of messages and human activity 

[5,6] is possible by getting structure of chat database includes 

msgstore.db which has messages, chat list, sequence. This 

information helps to get background details of communicator 

and to get intention of messages. 

Supervised learning is helpful in object recognition, spam 

detection, speech recognition. As data in WhatsApp 

communication is with any form, so for classification or 

linear regression this method can be used. In unsupervised 

learning training dataset for clustering consists X set of input 

vectors, while it can work for different tasks. Semi-

supervised learning is hybrid of unsupervised and supervised, 

is helpful when labelled data are expensive on not common. 

In applications like robotics, inventory, finance management 
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reinforcement learning is mostly useful. With applications of 

all these, for personification and safety it is better to go for 

semi-supervised learning [7] and ANN algorithm [8,9]. 

There is availability of data, computing power, Algorithmic 

innovation in machine learning, it can be used in Socio-

economic impacts, transparency, bias, accountability, new 

uses of data, security, safety, ethics, new ecosystems. Also in 

social multimedia applications for personification existing 

learning algorithms can be considered [10,11]. To train 

learning algorithms data of patterns is used resulting in 

increase of performance or outcomes. To generate data 

pattern on which success of machine learning is dependent, 

different methods can be used to represent like probabilistic 

models, deep networks, manifold learning, and auto 

encoders. With supervised and unsupervised optimization is 

remained to be done to understand the success and failure. 

There are certain actions combined with position, 

background, and intention, to track this and to generate 

several points' different methods can be used. The input 

streams can be from IP camera and that input can be used in 

open source tools like OpenCV to generate relevant data 

points. Intersection of embedded system and maintaining 

output data is possible in real time image processing using 

[8,12] OpenCV.  

For behaviour analysis based on analysis of features a novel 

motion descriptor can support. Optical flow can be improved 

with removal of errors and noises. Also fusing optical flow 

information with shape and trajectory information can effect 

to improve flow. Human automation interactive system [13] 

which uses support vector machine to recognize the 

behaviour with effectiveness in different algorithms gives 

scalability. Human intention expression can be applied to 

proactive collision avoidance to minimize need for sudden 

braking. 

With existing survey a robot can predict human intention by 

effective teaching-learning prediction and conceptual model 

[14]. New technologies with business is connected to digital, 

virtual and physical network, because of which in business 

there is requirement of machine learning techniques to 

predict, observe and analyze human behaviour. Meta-

heuristic algorithm aims to find near optimal solution at 

reasonable computing cost. Some meta-heuristics algorithms 

can be reviewed for intention personification in direct, 

indirect and hidden data with good, bad and ugly features.  

As WhatsApp is attracting social media, analysis of 

WhatsApp text messaging is evolved. Figure 1 shows 

number of WhatsApp users year wise where it increased 

rapidly. From WhatsApp communication data from different 

groups meanings of messages can be listed with data 

collection i.e. what intention behind message can be studied 

to implement with robotics as well [15,16]. 

WhatsApp user communication includes text messages, 

emoji’s, images, audio, videos. To consider age-based 

distinction different age groups can be added with same 

database. Young adults may feel more social pressure to 

conform to norms about language set by society. Preliminary 

analysis required in-depth considering letters, diacritics, 

punctuation, spacing, capitalization.   

   

 

Figure 1. Number of WhatsApp users year wise 

Hence survey for .Meta-heuristic algorithm aims to find near 

optimal solution at reasonable computing cost. Some meta-

heuristics algorithms can be reviewed for intention. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Learning database, embedded media data contents such as 

text messages, images and video frames are taken as a input 

focus because these media contents are extensively used by 

different apps like WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter etc. A 

messaging chat of WhatsApp data can be converted to simple 

English statements.  The meaning of text message can be 

selected from the per-determined classes Viz; direct 

meaning, indirect meaning and hidden meaning with 

intention [17,18]. The data analytic can be proposed for 

developing distribution logic in convergence with pattern 

analysis to improve the success rate. For this method it is 

necessary to go with following stages:  

 

A. Data Acquisition:  

 In data acquisition some WhatsApp groups data can be 

collected with attributes like sending time, sender name, data 

with chat contents. 

 

B. Text Pre-processing: 

 Messages chat consists of upper, lower case, 

punctuations for which text preprocessing technique can be 

applied. In preprocessing removing punctuation, converting 

to lowercase, Tokenization are main steps.  Original key 

values can be mapped with different values to create 

WhatsApp chat corpus model. The mapping database can be 

created from collection of WhatsApp messages. 
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C. Map reduce framework for visualization. 

 Map reducer can unite value pairs with key pair and it 

creates sorted list.  Figure 2 shows map reduction gives 

semantic matching because of which visualization of data 

helps people understand meaning of text message. 

 
Figure 2. Text Visualization in WhatsApp messages. 

 

Map reduce is a process of Map and Reduce wherein Map 

function applies to all value pair and Reduce function 

comprises list of values to create shorter list. More frequent 

words can be plotted in word cloud and minimum frequent 

words can be dropped. WhatsApp chat corpus model can be 

plotted as shown in table 1. Each key, value pair has unique 

id. If map function maps key value pair then data is replaced 

by key where English words are keys and WhatsApp 

messages are values. 

 

To maintain database a document matrix with sender 

information, number of terms, documents, maximum term 

length and weighting off term frequency added with 

correlation limits for each term in range from zero to one.  

 
Table 1: Data Collection – Text Messages 

 

Sr. No. Key Value 

1 gm Good morning 

2 OMG O My GOD 

3 are r 

4 able abl 

5 about abt 

6 above abv 

7 after aftr 

8 afternoon aftrnun 

9 always alwys 

10 among amg 

 

A classification and training as per message using Semi-

Supervised analytic data proposition algorithm for selected 

classes of embedded media data and personification 

algorithm on selection meanings can be used for verifying 

the outcomes proposed. 

 

Classification in accordance with me, private, protected, 

others are for direct, indirect, hidden meanings. This follow-

me technology can be designed using Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) algorithm [8,9] as different hidden layers 

are to consider. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Analysis of algorithms must be data-driven is a general 

analysis. To prove or disprove any assumption we need to 

check for nature of data and previous studies with 

questionnaires. For data-driven approach significant 

differences must be studied evidences in different groups of 

data. To check and confirm this assumption we can clarify 

such differences in fact. The embedded media data contents 

such as text messages, images and video frames are taken as 

a input focus because these media contents are extensively 

used by different apps like WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter etc. 

 

Other than text messages there is use of emoji’s, images, 

stickers, videos in communication where everyone should 

understand the meaning of text message so that safety can be 

achieved. Also because of unwanted annoying messages 

there can be wastage of memory space which can be properly 

utilized if personification is done properly. Table 2 shows the 

data collection format for emoji’s and whether that is to be 

used as positive or negative intention. While communication 

details stored in msgstore.db can be helpful to get 

background details of user. Data collection can be done like 

as shown in table for better personification and safety. 
 

Table 2: Data Collection – Emoji Messages 

 

Smiley Positive 

Classifier 

Negative 

Classifier 

Grinning face √ ¬T 

Bimming face with smiling 

eyes 

√ ¬T 

Face with tears of joy √ ¬T 

Rolling on the floor laughing √ ¬T 

Grinning face with big eyes √ ¬T 

Frowing face ¬T √ 

Pouting face ¬T √ 

Angry face ¬T √ 

 

 

Classification of Smiley in WhatsApp messages can be done 

in two classifiers. Positive classifier is favorable to 

personification and Negative classifier is in negative 

perception. Also follow-me technology can be helpful to 

classify in accordance with gender and age. After collection 

of these records a semi-supervised machine learning 

algorithm can be applied to get the better perception. 
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Figure. 3 Communication intentions by Female Group 

 

As shown in above Figure 3 dataset of WhatsApp  group 

analyzed for female age groups 6-12, 13-30, 31-40, 41-60, 

61-80 where it shows that 6-12 age group female 

communicates with others without any intention as it shows 

high satisfactory. Like this data collection can be done for 

male and with different age groups with different types of 

communication to achieve with personification and safety. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

This paper gives survey about communication where 

personification and safety required more and research can be 

conducted for the same. Analytic classification method can 

be developed for embedded media data ambiguities, with use 

of Artificial Neural Network. A result of this paper can 

contribute in safety, privacy, management and data content 

management using selected personification intentions. The 

verification of socio-technological significance attainment 

proper selection of method can improve performance when 

operated with assessment of intention personification. 

 

It can be observed that performance of content classification 

algorithm can be increased in comparison with existing 

heuristics. This method allows us to select function i.e. 

hypothesis which has properties personification and safety 

can be benefited in future with different socio-technological 

applications. 
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